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ABSTRACT

The traditional approach adopted by sociologists and.

educators in studyíng the school- as a social organizati-on have

been microscopic in perspective in that they have tended to focus

upon either individuals within the system or upon the school as a

formal organízation. Although these approaches have, to a certain

extent, been fruitful, they have failed to adequately relate the

social nature of the school- to the larger society.

In attempting to utilize a more macroscopic perspective

in examining the school, this thesis has adopted the open systems

theoretical framework as a means of relating certain school input

and output attributes to various environmental- characteristics.

The conceptualization of the sociocultural environment has been

primarily an adoption of the conceptual framework utilized by

Herriott and Hodgkins. The method of data col-lection has been

primarily that of survey research and the statistical- methodology

that of correlation coefficient analysis.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTTON

A major assumption of sociologists who study education

has been tlat an individual school system is a product of the larger

social order in which it is d.eveloped and, as such. reflects its

sociocultural environment.l rradiÈionally, theory and research in

the sociology of education, as well as in the fiel-d of education

itself, have been concerned with the factors deternúning the structure

and functioning of the educational system. The vast majority of these

works, however, Teflect a perspective which has been focused primarily

upon either individual-s within the system (Biddle, T\^ryman, Rankin,

L962¡ Grann et.af., Lg56; Bush, Ig54, Wilson, 1962)2 ot upon the school

as a formal organization (Bidwell, 1963.)3 These approaches (which, by

lRoburt E. Herriott and Ben januin J. Hodgkins, "sociocul-tural
Context and the Americarr School; An Open-Systems Ãnalysis of Educational
Opportunity," lrlashington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and V'Ielfaref USOE Final Report No. 602972, (January I L969).

2"ro.. J. Biddl-ef J. Paschal Twlzman. Earl F. Rankin, "The
Role of the Teacher a¡d Occupational Choice. " The Scfrool Review, LXX
(L962), pp. 19I-206 r L.R. Grann et.al., "The RelaLionship Betl¡een

Acad.emic Achievement of Pupils and the Social Structure of the Classroomr"
Rura1 Sociol-ogy, XXI (1956), pp. 179-180r R.N. Bush, The Teacher Pupil
Relationship (New York, L954); B.R.ltilson, "The 1'eacher's Role: A
Sociological Analysis," British Journal of Sociology, XIfT (1962),pp.15-32.

3Charl"" E. Biò¡¡ell. "The School As A Formal Organization,"
Harrdbook of Organizations, edited by James G. March (Chicago , 1968) ,
pp. 972-LO23



vírtue of ttre conceptuaf framev¡ork utilized, can be termed "micro-

scopic" in nature) have provided. much information and led to considerabfe

understanding of the educational- system. They fail, howevero adequatel-y

to rel-ate education to the larger society.4 To rectify this weakness,

a more "macroscopic" conceptual framework is necessary to consid.er

more fu1ly the interdependent nature of the rel_ationship between

education and the larger society. Utilizing such a macroscopic perspective,

this study focuses upon selected social- factors which, on botJ:r tl-eoretical-

and empirical grounds, may be expected to be associated. with significant

differences in the social characteristics of the school.

From a more macroscopic but still conventional sociological

perspective, educational systems in modern industrial societies can be

seen as an attempt to provide members of society with the knowledge and

skills essenLial for the preservation of t}.e society as a modern social-
5system." This position has been adopted by a number of sociologists

4=Bruce J. Biddle, J. Paschal Twyman, Earl F. Rankin,
"The Rol-e of the Teacher and occupational- choice, " The school Review
LXX (L962) , pp I9L-2O6, L.R.Grann et. âf., "The Relationship Between
Academic Achievement of Pupils and the Social Structure of the Classroom,"
Rural Sociology, XXI (f956), pp 179-lg0; R.N. Bush, The Teacher pupil
Relationship (New York, L954); B.R. Wil-son, "The Teacher's Role;
A Sociological Analysis , " British Journal of SociologDz XIII (L962)
pp. 15-32; Charles f . eiA* Organization,,'
Handbook of Organizations, edíted by James G. March (Chicago , 196g) ,
pp.972-IO23.

5falcott Parsons, "The School Class As A Social System,,,
Harvard Ed.ucationa] Review, XXIXX, (Fal_l_ | Lgsg), pp.297-3L9.



and. educators in the formulation of their hypotheses regarding the

pu-rpose of the educational system. For example, Malik sees the school

as "an ag'ency for social-izing ttre child...conditioning him to the

needs and values of tLre society."6 Porter views educational systems

as perfornuing the fi:nction of traj¡ring people in sufficient quantity

and of sufficient quality for occupational- rol-es in complex divisions

of labor. t o *or. detailed exposition of this view is presented by

Parsons:

...the school- class functions to internaLLze in its
pupils both the cofiìmitments and capacities for
successful performance of their adult roles, and.. .

to allocate these human resources within tLie role
structure of the adul-t society. Commitments may be
broken down...into two components: comrnitment to the
implementation of the broad "values" of society, and com-
mitment to the performance of a specific type of role
within the"structure" of society...Capacities can also
be broken down into tl^io components, the first being
competence or the skill to perform the tasks involved
in the individual's roles, and tl.e second being
"role-responsibility" or the capacity to live up to
other people's e>çectations of the igterpersonal
behavior appropriate to these roles. o

From the above, it is apparent that Parsons views the

school- class as a system whose purpose is to socialize pupils so that

they have both the values and tJre technical- training necessary for their

ad.equate integration into, and contribution to, the viability of the

6*rnd Malik, Social- Foundations of Ca¡adian Education
(Scarborough, 1969), p.4.

7"ohn Porter, Canadian Sociaf Structure (Toronto ,1967)p.27

Stalcott Parsons, "The School Class As A Sociaf Systemr"
Harvard Ed.ucational Review, Xxrxx (natt, L959) pp.297-3L8.



larger society.

Less conventional in nature ¡ but logically refated to the

above view of education, is the "gieneral systems" conceptual

framework wherein the individual- school can be viewed as a component

subsystem contributing to the functioning of the larger sociocultural

system. Churchman, who writes within the general systems framework,

contends that it is possible to think of a system as a recognizal¡l-e

kind of entity into which are "inputted" various types of resources

and. out of which comes some kind of prod.uct or servi"..9 Churchman

refers to the a]¡ove as the "input-output" approach to the study of

systems. Through an adoption of Churchman's input-output approach

an attempt is made to d.etermine the rel-ationship of the system

inputs and system outputs to the sociocul-tural environment of the

school- system.

As previously indicated, a major assumption of sociologists

who study ed.ucation is that individual- schools are a product of

their particular environment and, as such, reflect that environment.

Accepting the val-idity of that assumption. v/ithin the general systems

perspective' we would anticipate that this refl-ection is evident in

both the nature of the school- inputs and outputs. Accordingly, the

general hypothesis of the thesis to be tested is that the nature of

9c. west Churchman, The Systems Approach (New York, l-968) . p.6l-



the sociocultural environment of tLre school is positively related

to both its inputs and outputs.

The study has implications for botJ: sociologists and

educators. By treating the school as an open systemr it is anticipated

that the results of the study will el-ucidate the influence of the

sociocultural- environment upon both the inputs and outputs of the

educational system. It ís also anticipated. that the results of this

study will contriJcute to a npre general r:nderstanding of the

rel-ationship between inputs and outputs within the school system

and of the influence of the environment upon such relationships.

Beyond. these direct implications, and of more immediate significance

to educators, some insight into such educational problems as equality

of ed.ucational- opportunity in Canadian society should be provid"d.f0

Thus, if the results of the analysis show that school output is

significantly influenced by its environment, it indirectly suggests

that students in schools located in less advantageous environments

may be sufferi-ng a form of system-induced. inequality associated with

the acquisition of knowl-edge and skills d.emand.ed by the larger modern

society. So al-so, esta.blishing a positive relationship between i:rputs,

outputs r ând environmental- characteristics would. suggest to educators

loRob.rt E. Herriott and Benjamin J. Hodgkins,
"sociocultural Context and. the American School-: An Open-Systems
Analysis of the Educational Opportunity," W¡shington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Health, Ed.ucation and Vüelfare, USOE Final Reporb
No. 602972, (January, 1969) .
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at least one partial solution to the probJ-em of inequality of

educational opportunity. The stud.y could also suggest that

central-ized control of many of the variables under consideration

would l-ead to a more uniform ed.ucational system ald, hence, to an

equalization of ed.ucational opportunity.

The theoretical perspective of the thesis is such that

the functioning of tl.e school system, as a subsystem of a larger

system, is evaluated in terms of its rel-ationship to tl.at larger

system - tJre Canadian society. Canada is assumed to be a modern

society. The school- system, as a subsystem of a larger social- system

(Canadian society) attempts to educate and socialize individuats

in order that they can contribute positively to the functioning of

the larger social system. From tJre above, then, modernization, as

it is promoted and perpetuated by the school system, is viewed as

being functional for the larger system. Conversely, schools which

fail to promote modernization and those concepts re]ated to it are

viewed as being disfunctional from the perspective of the larger

Canad.ian society. This relationship between mod.ernization and

education will- be discussed in Chapter II.

In sunmary , this thesis is concerned with the problem

of the relationship of the system inputs and system outputs to

certain attributes of the sociocultural- environment of the school

system. The conceptual approach is macroscopic in nature in that

it wi]l assume that a school system, as an open system, is a product

of the larger social- order and, therefore, reflects variations in
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íts sociocultural- environment in terms of its input and output

characteristics. In the following chapters, literature refevant

to the problem, as stated above, will be considered, and an

extended discussion of the conceptuaf framework will be ad.vanced.

Subsequently. operational hypotheses derived from that framework

and designed indirectly to test the gieneral hypothesis noted

previously will be formul-ated and subjected to an empirical test.



CHAPTER II

THEORET]CAL DEVELOPMENT

The problem' as developed ilr Chapter I, proposed that

tt¡-e school, as part of a social institution, functions to social-ize

and train people to meet the needs of the larger society, in

particular, modern industrial- Canad.ian society. Às noted in Chapter I,

previous research in the sociology of education has dealt with the

school as a closed system and has analyzed. either the individuals

within the organization or the formaf organLzaLion itself from this

closed system perspective--a perspective which, for analytical reasons,

views a system as functioning independently of environmental constraints.

The question then arises as to whether the differing schoofs within

the larger society perform tfre same firnction--that of providing

inputs (teachers) and producing outputs (students) that are consistent

with the reguirements of the larger social system. Such a question

is difficult to answer using the traditional- perspectíve. Accordi-ngly,

the outcome has shed little light on the influence of the relationship

between a school- and its environment. Throughr an open systems analysis

of the scfiool, an attempt will be made to determine the extent to

which individual- schoo]s, as products of their environments ¡ reflect

the salient features of their particular environment insofar as system

input and system output is concerned.

Within the general systems framework to be employed in



the following discussion, the major concepts of system (open and.

closed) and environment are of particular rel-evance. As previously

suggesl-ed, the j-dea of conceptuaLLzing the school as an open social

system interacting with, and adapting to its environment, ís central.

Input, output, purpose, and energy, concepts directly related to that

of an open system, v/ill- be discussed. For the purpose of this study,

the concept of environment is dealt with in terms of one distinctive

characteristic--its degree of modernity, particularly as it relates

to education. This rel-ationship will be discussed, and a rationale

d.eveloped. for the use of the concept of mod.ernization in measuring

environmental variation .

The School As A Social System

Because they are dependent upon the conceptual framework of

the theorist, definitions of social- systems vary considerably. For

example, within traditionaf sociofogical theory, there are:

(1) definitions which are very broad and abstract in their perspective--

"Any system of interactive relationships of a plurality of individual-

actors is a social system";f (2) definitions which are more

restrictive ín nature-- "It is possible to think of a system as a

recognj-zabl-e kind of entity into which are inputted various types of

resources and out of which comes some kind of product of servíce."2

ltal-cott Parsons, and. Edward A. Shils, @
Theorv of Action, (Cambridge, Massachusets: Harvard University
Press, 1959) , p.26

2"C. I{est Churchman, The Sj¿slers--AIìBr9-açb (New York: Dell
Publishing Co. , Inc. , L968), p.6l
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The foregoing illustrates that no definition is exhaustive, but

rather, that a definition merely emphasizes the perspective and

concern of its particular author. fn viewing the school- as an open

system, the thesis will focus upon and discuss in depth only the

system concepts relevant to this study.

As noted above, social systems are purposive or goal

. _3oriented." The nature of Èhis goal orientation is determined by

the demands of the system's environment. Because the school- is

essential-ly a subsystem of the larger social- order (its environment),

and., as such, exists primaríly to fulfill a specific need of that

environment, its purpose or goal orientation is, in essence I deternuined

by that environment. Further, in functioning to fulfill the needs of

its particul-ar environment, each ind.ividual school, as a social

system, will- reflect that sociocultural environment.

Implicit in the above is the notion that a bound.ary exists

between the social system and its environment. Questions then arise

as to the location and nature of the boundary. It must be recognized

that the boundary between a social system and its environment is

arbítrary, that is. it is depend.ent upon the intent of the analysis

as defined in the study. The school, as a social- system is in

interaction with its environment at its bouridary--inputs enter the

3Robert E. Herriott and Benjanuin J. Hodgkins,
Sociocultural Context ald the American School-: An Open-Systens
Analysis of Educational Opportunity," üTashington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Heal-th, Education and Welfare, USOE Final- Report
No. 602972, (January, L969) , p.52.
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system vis á vis this boundary and outputs enter the environment

vis å vis this boundary.

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the concept of

energy is central to the understanding of the functioning of open

systems, for it is through arr energy excùrange between a system and

its environment, that a system is abte to sustain itsel-f.4 Social

systems are selective in regards to the differing types of energy

that they exchange with their environments, for some energy inputs

are more highly valued tl- an others for tl-e system's survival-. In

th.e case of a¡ ind.ivid.ual- school , for example, energy may vary from

that which is purely physical (money need.ed to operate the school)

to that which is id.eol-ogical (ideas of personnel- in the school system. ) 
5

The concepts of input and output were briefly mentioned.

in conjunction with the concepts of energry and system-environment

bor:rrdary. In referring to social or sociocul-tural systens, energy

inputs typically designate those elements (information, personnel,

services performed by the personnel, or physical materials of the

system) which the system must receive from its environment i-n order

to sustain itself within that environment. Like the inputs, the outputs

of a social system may be in the form of informaLion, personnel.

services, or physical- materials. Every social system (the school)

must be judged by its environment as produci-ng a d.esirable output

¿.

IþTd.

5-Energ'y variations may occur in either inputs or outputs.
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(student) if it is to receive the inputs (monies, teachers) riecessary

for its continued functioning. such environmental- judgment of system

worthwhileness is based. on positive and. negative feedback concerning

the deviatj-ons of the system from its purpose (students failing

to complete their education. ) 
6 Both positive and negative feeðback

resul-t in energy input to the system.

In summation, a social system can be conceptual_ized as a

set of rel-ationships, purposive in nature, open to environmental

influence, and exhibiting relative stabil-ity over a period of time.

Generally, viewed as a subsystem of yet a larger social- system

which constitutes its sociocurtural- environment, its purpose is seen

to be determined by that environment. At the conceptual l_evel-, the

boundary between a system and its environment is, of necessity,

defined in an arbitrary fashion according to the analyticar purpose

of the study. Given this definitionr energlz exchange between a system

and its environment is seen to cross this boundary at two points--

initially, input energy passes from the environment and enters a

system across this boundary andr subsequently, output energy passes

from the system and enters the environment across this boundary.

Environment

The conceptual definitions regard "system" as a unit in

6Herriott 
and. HodgkÍns, op.cit., p.57.
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interaction wittr its environment. Simil-arly, it is the contention

of this study that the school, as a complex organization, is a

social- system in interaction with its environment at its boundary--

inputs move into the system across this boundary, outputs move into

the environment across t}.is boundary. The boundary, as indicated.

earlier, is purely arbitrary and, therefore, becomes simpty an

analytical- definition. Implicit within a definition of environment,

as it relates to the social- system¡ must be tLre notion that i¡dividual-

school systems have particular environments d.ependent upon the unit

of analysis and these environments may be consid.ered as "those

objects or rel-ationships which exist outside of tl.e system but

significantly influence or are infl-uenced by it. "7 The relationship

between the school, as a subsystem of the larger system, and its

environment is one of interdependency--the school being dependent

upon its environment for inputs, thre environment being dependent

upon the school for outputs.

The immediate problem, tlren, is ttrat of dete:rnì-ning

wlrat types of environments demand what types of outputs ald, in turn,

supply what types of inputs to their subsystems and, secondly, to

differentiate among the types of sociocul-tural environments in which

the subsystems are located. the environment of each individual

schoof will- have distinctive features and will exhi.bit different

characteristics vis å vis such things as its degree of econornic control

7r¡ia., p.51.
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over the school- and the infl-uence of social and. culturaÌ variabl-es

upon the school-. These differences among school environments are

perLinent to variant structural- and functional characteristics of

the individual- schools, for it is within its particul-ar environment

that the school's purpose (goal- orientation) is d.etermined.. The

school's institutional- role, then, is deternuined in considerabfe

measure by the external pressures exerted upon it by its environment.

Criteria are devefoped which readily distinguish the d.ifferences

among school-s: (I) environmental differences in which schools are

located and. (2) differences which, as a result of environmental

differences, lead to structural- a¡d furictional variations in the

nature of the school- inputs and outputs.

The major criteria to be used in determining environmental

variations is differences in the degree of environmental "modernization. "

The term modernization has a variety of meanings.S For example, it

often connotes a "faith in science ald technology"--both involving

a high degree of special-ization.9 More descriptively, however, V'ïood

writes that "modernization is directly related to the quality of

scientific knowledge and technical- skil-ls."f0 FurtJ:er, societies

8*yror, lrieiner. editor Modernization(New york: Basic Books
fnc., L966) .

9*.i1 
". 

Smelser, "The Modernization of Social Relations. "
Modernization, edited. by Myron lrleiner (New York Basic Books Inc,
Ie66) p.4.

foRob.rt wood,"The Future of
edited by Myron Weiner (New York: Basic

Modernization, " Mod.ernization
Books, fnc., L966), p.40.
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generall-y viev¡ed as modern are characterized by transportation,

communication, business and educational- systems that tend to become

larger and more central-ized. Per capita income is higher in more

modern societies, and th-e population tends to be *ot. .rrbrrr.ll It

would appear that modernization is directly related to the quality

of scientific knowledge and technical- skill-s arid. can, therefore,

be seen as a process in which scientific knowledge and technical

skills bring about technical-, economic and ecological changes

throughout the whole social- and cul-tural fabric of the society.

In simmary, it has been suggested that modernization

seems to involve: (1) the introduction of a new technolog-y and (2)

the social acceptance of the consequences of that technologiy in

botl. technological and nontechnological areas of sociaf l-ife.

Accordingly, following Herriott and Hodgkins, mod.ernization will

be d.efined as the social change..."toward an ideal modern state of

society wherein the structure and organization of social- behaviour

are maximally adapted to the use of the most advanced technological

knowled.ge for the ultimate material- benefits to be derived from its

efficient utilization. "

Given the above defi-nition, it is possible to suggest

that knowledge, applied. technologically, is the primary input into

a society which is beco¡n-ing more modern. This technological

l1--Cyril Ed¡¿in Black, "Change as A Condition of Modern Lifer,'
Mod.ernization, edited by Myron Inleiner (New York: Basic Books, Inc.
L966) , P.40.

12H.=riott and Hodgkins, op. cLt., p.33.
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application need not be onl-y in the form of machine ímplementation¡

but can invol-ve the systematic, efficient application of knowledge

by a person, as is evid.enced. in individual special-ization (the

medical profession.) As the modernization process increases, a greater

emphasis is placed on knowledge, trainingr êrld educating as the inputs

and the outputs of the modernization process. In this process of

increasing modernization, educational- institutions become the

eÍiblems of modernityr13 the institutional instruments for the

creation of modernization.

From the preceding, it is evident that the relationships

between modernization and technology and between technology and

education are strong. The effect of education upon the development

of modernization within a society is probably greater than the

effect of any other single variabl-e.

Canada, a modern society, requires individuals social-ized

and trained in such a manner that they wil-l be abfe to further the

mod.ernization process within the socíet}r. But, if the school is viewed

as the institutional- instrument for the implementation of modernization,

do al-l Canadian schools, regardless of the sociocul-tural environment

in which they are l-ocated, perform the function of training and

social-izing the individuals within them to meet the needs of the

larger society? Following Herriott and Hodgkins, this thesis contends that,

within a particul-ar society, it is possible to observe various

13--Edward Shils,
Modernization, edited bv
Tnc.l-966), p.8f .

"Modernization and
Myron !'Teiner (New

Higher Educationr "
York:Basic Books,
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institutional and sociocultural contexts which are at varying

stages of evol-utionary development from the traditionalist to the

modern, and further, that the variation in ttre ideology and values

of these different sociocultural- contexts withirt a given society

allows for the identification of the variation among t-l.e organizations

(the school-s) themselves.

Earlier, reference was made to th-e schoo1 as a formal

organization orf synonomousl-y, a complex organization. A complex

organLzation is simply one type of social system--a social system

"...esta.blished for the explicit purpose of achieving certain goals."l4

Like definitions of social systems, definitions of complex organizations

may be formulated. from within the cl-osed or open system perspective.

Two of the more relevant defi-nitions, for the purpose of this study,

are those offered by Thompson and Parsons. Thompson defj¡res an

organization as "...a set of interdependent parts which together

make up a whol-e because each contributes sometlr.ing and receives

something from tl"e whole, which in turn is interdependent with some

larger environme.rt. "f5 From Thompson's definition emerges an awareness

of the inter-rel-ationships both within the organization and between th.e

organization and its environment. Parson's definition recognizes

the purposiveness and the input-output orientation of an organizatiorr--"

l4Herriott and Hodgkinsr op. cit., p.54.

15
James D. Thompson, O,rqanizations In Action [New york:

McGray-Hill Book Company, 1967) , p.6.
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...a system v¡hich, as the attainment of its goal, "produces" an

identifiabl-e somethi:rg which can be utilized in some way by

another system: t-i. at is, the output of the organization is, for

some other system, an input. "f6 The Canadian school system, as

a complex organization is purposive and interdependent--its purpose

is deter¡rui¡ed by tTre environmental constraints within which it

must operate; its interdependency occurs as a result of its

receiving inputs from its environment in order to sustai¡ itsel-f

while at the same time supplying its environment with outputs

suitabl-e for the functioning of the larger system.

In summary. the two preceeding sections (social systems

and environment) have sought to explicate on the conceptuaL level

the interdependency of a social- system and its sociocultural environment.

Such an interdependency is seen to focus upon the exchange of energiy

received from a system's environment (input), and that energiy a social

system supplies to its environment (outputs). et an abstract level,

the significance of this systemmic-environment j-nterdependency was

seen to be evident in the nature of the school-environment

relationship, insofar as variation in what has been defined as the

modernization of the environment influences inputs, structure, and

outputs of the school as a social organization.

16- Talcott Parsons, "suggestions for a Sociological Approach
the Theory of organizations," Adrn-inistrative science ouarterly,
No. 1 (Jrine , 1956) , pp. 63-85.

to
rf
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Re]ated Research

Research dealing with the school as a social-

organLzaLion has, traditionally, been deal-t with only marginally,

especíally in the analysis of tl.e Canadian educational system.

The perspective proposed by this thesis--open systems analysis--

has been considered even l-ess. The review of the literature in t].e

area will concern itself with the major study variabtes (inputs,

outputs, and environment) and the findings, where appropriate,

wil-l be interpreted from within the perspective of this thesis.

In recent years, a nuÌnlcer of stud.ies deal-ing with the

school- a¡ld. environmental- factors as they relate to pupil-teacher

attributes and schroof effectiveness, measured. in terms of student

achievement and acadern-i-c aspirations, have been r:rrderta,lcen. The

najority of the studies have invoLved the anal-ysis of education in

the United States. A number of variables in these studies are

particularly pertinent for this thesis. Generally speaking, these

variables can be broken down inÈo four areas: (1) school- factors,

(2) teacher factors. (3) student or pupil factors, and (4)

environmental factors. School factors are dealt with largely in

terms of school effectiveness vis å vis student achievement. But,

because these variabl-es are primarily structural- (age of scllool ,

size of school, financial expenditures such as liJcrary and. textbooks

per pupil) and are not to be considered within the framework of this

study, literature relative to this particul-ar area wil-l- not be d.iscussed.
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The vast majority of research- in the area suggests the

overriding importance of various types of environmental factors

in the detern¡-i-nation of student aspirations and achievements.

Very often, however, the resul-ts of the various studies l-ack

conclusiveness in regards to the relative importance of specific

environmental factors. The first section of the chapter will

outline what tl- e author considers to be the major weakness of

current research in the area. An example may serve to explicate

this consideration.

blolfle, in attempting to discover the factors which

determj¡re who continues in school in the United States, d.ivided the

factors into two categories: (I) factors which are essentially

related to school progress--al¡ilities which can be measured by

standardized aptitude tests, records of satisfactory school vlork,

money, the stud.ent's own desire for an ed.ucationi Q) factors

whicir are related, but not necessarily essential, to school progress--

sex, cultural backgror:nd, geographic location, and ethnic and religious
11

background..'' V,Iolfl-e's second. set of variables, vrith the exception

of sex, are environmental . A close examination of Wol-fl-ets list of

essential variabl-es raises the question as to the mutual exclusiveness

of the two categories--to what extent is money, desire for ed.ucation,

ability and. level of school work a product of environmental cond.itions?

I7'DaeL Wolfle
(New York: Harper and

, Americats Resources of Specialized Talent
Brothers , L954), p.140.
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The foregoj-ng suggests tl.at there is a need for research capable

of ma-icing more macroscopic distinctions alnong varying types of

environments--macroscopic disti-nctions which could be related

to the more specific variables used i¡r the majority of the research

to date. The second section of Chapter II will report and comment

upon tl-e non Canad.ian researchr in ttre area.

Folger and Nam, in Education of thre American Popul-ationrlS

provid.e an excellent review of much of the literature pertaining

to education in the United States. As is the case with most of the

research, the studies reported deal with the influence of specific

environmental- factors upon the student population. In summary, the

various studies indicate the following:

(f) Ethnic variation influences student drop-ouL

rate. (Japanese and Chinese have the lowest

drop-out rate, Negro and ïndian the highe"t.)19

(2) Differential-s in enrollment rates by urban-rural

residence were slight at ages within the

compulsory attendance range. As stud.ents increased

in age I over 16, the differentials became wider,

although not especially gt.at.20

t8"onn K. Folger and Charl-es B. Nam, gþggliryå
TLeJMriCan Population. (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1967) ,

l'r¡iu. ¡ pp. 37-38.

2or¡i¿. , p.37.
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(1)

22

(3) The higher the family income, the higher was

enroll-ment rate of children and youth.2f

(4) The higher the parents educational attainment,

the fower was the stud.ent drop-out tuLu.22

(5) Dropping out of scTLool before high school

graduation is more characteristic of youths from

low-status families than of youth from high-status
23ramrlres.

higher education, Folger and Nam report:

The kind of community in which one l-ives is

related to college attendance--proportionally,

fewer farm stud.ents plan to attend college

than is th.e case with rural non-farm a¡rd urban

-24students.

(2) Among those stud.ents actually attending college

in the year they graduated from high school, the

proportion coming from white-collar famil-ies was

about twice that from other families, and the

percentage whose fanrily income exceeded %10 1000

was 3% times as great as the percentage whose

family income v/as l-ess than $4,000.25

2f-¡ia. p.4r.
22tara. p.40.

23r¡i¿., p.47.

t4rsru. 
P .59 .

25r¡i¿., p.60.
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(3) Proxinrity of a college to a potential student's

home is a factor affecting college enro1l-ment--

those potential students living near a college are

more apt to attend tl. an are potential students

living furbher u*uo.'6

Conclusively, this report by Folger and Nam illustrates the

importance of specific environmental- factors upon student academic

success.

Other studies dealing wíth environmental factors indicate

the importance of the environment upon a studentts aspirations and

achievement. But, again, these studies often focus upon one, or

perhaps two, specific factors, often to the exclusion of other

variables which might inffuence the results of the research. In oth-er

word.s, it rnight be argued that much of the previous work has not

developed. a complete picture of the environment. Examples of research

dealing with specific variabfes are those by Haller and SewelL (L957),

Middl-eton and Grigg (1959), Sewell (1964), æd Chepra (Lg6Ð.27

26_.--Ibid., p.65.

27-'Archie O. Haller and Vfilliam H. Sewell. "Farm Residence
and Levels of Educational- and. Occupational Aspirations r " @igË&
Journal- of Sociol-ogv, LXII (January, 1957) r pp.4O7-4IL¡ Russel
Middl-eton and. Charles M. Grigg, "Rural-Urban Differences in Aspirations,"
Rural Sociol-ogv XXIV (December, 1959) ¡ pp.347-354; Sukhendra Lal Chepra,
"Measured Intelligence and Acadenr-Lc Achievement as Related to
Urban*Rural Residence, "Rural- Sociol-ocrv, XXXIII (.lune, 1968), pp.2l4-2I7.
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These studies indicate lower l-evels of educational and occupational-

aspirations arnong farm and rural as opposed to non-farm and urban

students. AJ-ong the same l-ines, Burchin uI ,28 in a sampf e of tenth

arid. twel-fth grade boys, found that the l-owest f evel-s of educational-

and occupational- aspirations were observed for farm boys and the

highest for metropolitan boys at both grade levels. The results of

the a.bove research may be interpreted as indicating that, within

urban environments, the predominant value system emphasizes higher

ed.ucational- and occupational aspirations than the value orientation

found in rural environments. The question, of course, is what are these

val-ue orientations or factors--cultural- vafues, financial inputs,

or a combination of a number of factors? Previous research has tended

to overlook the underlying reasons for these differences.

HaLIer,29 in a study of occupatíonal achievement of

farm-reared youth in urban-industriat society, concludes that most

farm people appear to be more oriented to life styles a¡d beliefs

relevant to agricul-ture than to other ways of life. Hafler points

out that one belief is that change is of doubtfuf value and boys who

d.o not plan to farm, need little college or university education-

2A-"Lee G. Burchinal-, "Differences in Educationaf and
Occupational Aspirations of Farm, Small-Town and City Boys," @!
Sociotocrv, xXVr, (June 1961) , pp.LO1'L2I.

29--Archie o. Haller, "The occupationaf Achievement Process
of Farm Reared Youth in Urban-Industrial Society, " Egg4-9Sj9L9¡
XXV, )September, 1960), pp 321*333,
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Interpreted from within the perspective of this thesis, it can be

seen that environmentaf factors are extremely important in

social-izing the ind.ividuals within the environment. Viewing the

school as a subsysbem of the larger sociocultural system, it is

reasonabl-e to assume that the school reflects the d.ominant val_ue

perspective of its environment.

Other studies (Bennett and Gist; Sewelf r Se\¡¡el_l, Haller

and Strauss) 30 report that stud.ent educational and occupational-

aspirations are positively related to socio*economic status. Students,

whose parents have higher socio-economic status, desire more education

and occupations requiring a greater amount of education than d.o

students whose parents have lower socio-economic status. In regard.s

to stud.ent achievement, KahI (1965) , Sewell and Armor (1966) 3f

focusing on the rel-ationship between student-community characteristics

and the nature of student achievement and aspirations, reported that

socio-economic status indices are the greatest predictors of

achievement and college attendance rates.

3O*.r. Bennett and N.P. Gist, "Class and Family Influences
on Stud.ent Aspirationsr" Social Forces XLIII (December 1964),
pp.167-L7 3. Vü.H. Sewell "Community of Residence and Col-l_ege Plansr"
American Sociological- Review, XXIX (February, 1964), pp.24-38.
tr{.H. Sewell, A.O.Haller and M.A.Strauss, "Social Status and. Educational-
and Occupational Aspirations," American Socio]ogical Review, XXII
(February, L957 ) pp.67-73.

3l--J.A.Kahl-, "The 'Common Manl Boys" Education, Economy and.
Society (New Yorki Free Press of Gl-enco, I96L) pp.348-366. h7.H. Seweff
and J.M. Armor, "Neighborhood Context and Coll-ege Plansr" American
Sociological Review, XXXI (1966) ¡ pp.159-168.



Research, dealing with the relationship between various

teacher attributes on the one hand and the relationship of these

attributes to stud.ent aspirations and achievement on the other, has

concerned itself with such factors as median teacher age, median years

of teaching experience, years of education, I.Q. level, and teacher

socio-econonÉc factors. Traditionally, studies emphasizing these

variables have done so without adequately considering the effects of

environmental factors upon both the teachers and the pupils. A

nunrber of studies have indicated a positive relationship between

teacher qualification and student achievement (Boyle , L966; Kahl-,

L965¡ Sewell and Armor, Lg66; Vüilson, Ig5g).32 th. above studies

reported that teacher characteristics in terms of their fevel of

education and I.Q. are positively correlated with student achievement

and aspirations. Burkhead (1967)3,3tfro studied high school education

in two large American cities, Chicago and Atlanta, found no significant

correlation between teacher experience, ed.ucation, and teacher pupil

ratio on the one hand and student drop-out rate on the other.

Burkheadts concl-usion was that out-of-school- variabl-es such as socio-

econo¡ruic ones j-n Chicago and family income and housing conditions in

Atlanta were much more important in d.etermining differences in school-

outputs than were in-school variabl-es. Stephenson, attempting to

determine the relationship between teacher qualification and student

32_- . -1þrd.

33"u""" Burkhead, rnput and output in Larqe-Citv Hiqh
Schools (Syracuse,New York; Syracuse University Press,196'7), pp.56 S, 72.
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achievement, concluded. that teacher qualification contributes only

moderatel-y to the determination of pupil attributes after environmental

factors are statistically control-led.34 Fro* these studies, then, it

can be seen that the effect of teacher characteristics upon student

achievement and aspirations is not concl-usive.

Earlier, it was pointed. out that little has been written

concerning the education system in Canad.a, especially from a

sociological perspective. Probabl-y the most complete anal-ysis of the

Canadian Society, from a sociological perspective, is Porter'" *ork.35

In The Vertical Mosaic, Porter d.eals with the various aspects of the

educational system and its relationship to Canadian society. Porter

recognizes that educatíon is an important determination of one's

position within tlie society. He states that "the barriers to equal

opportunity are both sociaf and psychological-. AltJrough it is

analytical useful at times to keep the social- and psychological

separate, they aïe in fact intricately interwover,."36 These barriers

to equal opportunity are:

(1) Inequality of income and weal-th. The lower income

fami]ies tend to take their chil-d.ren out of school

at an earlier age and put them to worl<.

34- -Stephenson , Unpublished Ph.D.Dissertation (Florida,I97L) .

ts"o^n Porter, TJre -Ve-rtical Mosaic (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1967).

36t¡i¿., p.r-6g.
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(2) Family size. Family size and drop-out rate

are positively correl-ated. The matter is further

compounded by the fact that lower income groups

have larger families.

(3) Proximity to institutions of higher lurrrri.rg.37

Porter also recoginizes that the social n:j-fieu, created by differences

in geography and ethnic composition, d.etermine, to some extent, the

kind of educational facilities which are availabl-e. Porter's summary

indicates the relígion, along with socio-econoruic status, ethnicity,

size of fanr:ily, and region, is an important variable affecting the

availability of education. 38

On a more microscopic scal-e than Porter's work, Carmichrul39

reports that in a random selection of children in grades four and

seven in Alberta, urban pupils showed significantly higher achievement

than did rural pupils on Cal-ifornia Reading Tests.

Jenkinson and Couttr,40 in a stud.y of Alberta university

students, reported that residence in or near a university cíty is

somewhat more líkely to ensure that a student wil-l attend. university

than wil-1 residence away from such a centre. Also, in regards to school-

37rnia., P.r6g.

38r¡ia. , p.r72,
39--A.Carmichael, A Survey of the Achievement of Alberta

School Chil-dren in Reading. M.Ed.,-rlhesis L954. University of Alberta.

40--M.D. Jenkinson a¡rd H.T.Coutts, "lrfho Goes to University
in Alberta?" Research Newsletter, University of Alberta' 1965.
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outputs, Knowles,nt rn a study of first year students enterÍng the

University of Alberta, reported that academic performances of pupils

from rural high schools on their grade twel-ve matriculation exams vTas

poorer than that of the grade twelve pupils from urbarr areas. Again,

interpreted from within the open systems perspective, iL may be

argued that rural schools, reflectlng their socio-cultural environment,

place less emphasis upon those educational- values ald skil-l-s necessary

to compete in a more modern environment. This tack of emphasis is

reflected in the academic achievement of the outputs (students) from

the system.

other Canadian studies (Knill , 1964; Dilling, L965; and

L2Elder, L963),'- have utilized. environmental d.istinctions (such as

ethnic background and rural- verses urban background) to differentiate

among stud.ent achievement and occupational aspirations.

4L--Donald 
V,I . Knowles, "A Survey of the Literature Relating

to Probl-ems of Admission and Particufar Reference to the University
of Albertar" XT No. I.
(March, L964), pp.3-16.

L2--i{illiam D. Knill, "Occupational Aspirations of Northern
Saskatchewan Students, "
X, No. 1 (March, L964), pp.3-16; H.J. Dilling, "Educational Achievement
and Social Acceptance of Indian Pupils Integrated in Non-Indian Schools
of Southern Ontarior" , VIII,
No. 1. (Autumn, 1965) pp.47-58; Glen H. Elder, JT., "Achievement
Orientations and Career Patterns of Rural Youth," Êggi€f.gg_9É
Education, XXXVII (Fal], 1963), pp 30-58.
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Studies dealing with socio-economic variables,

(Pavalko; Pavalko and Bishop)43 h-,r. reported a positive relationshj-p

between student educational- and occupational aspirations and socio-

econornic status. A report of the canadian Research committee on

Practical- Ed.ucation revealed that peopl-e from fam'j-lies below average

in economic status are ]ikely to be d.rop-outs and more tikely to be

early drop-outs.44

The literature reviewed indicates that environmental

factors d.o, in fact, infl-uence certain characteristics within the

ed.ucational system. The limitation of much of the previous research

however. has been its inability to integrate a number of environmental

variables in ord.er to portray a more complete picture of the environment.

Aside from the odd píece of research (Herriott and Hodgkins, 1969) ,

littl-e work has been undertaken in an attempt to systematically

formulate a more macroscopic environmental picture, incorporating

a nunirer of environmental- factors. It is hoped that the attempt to

rel-ate d.egree of environmental modernization to school input and output

characteristics will- furnish the potential contribution of this thesis.

43-Ronald. M. Pavalko, "Socio-econornic Background, Ability,
and tlre Allocation of Stud.ents, "
Anthropoloqv, IV ( ) , pp.25A-259¡
Ronald M. Paval-ko and David R. Bishop, "Socie-economic Status and
College Plans : A Study of Canad.ian High School Stud.ents, " &gi€þS¿
of Education, XXXIX (Summer, L966), pp.288-298.

44- - ttT\n/o

Research CorürLittee
No. 2 (March, L95])

Years After
on Practical-
, P.34 .

School," (A Report of
Education) Canadian

the Canadian
Education, VI,
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The above related research l-eads us to believe that

schools, as social systems, do not exist and function ind.ependently

of theír particular environment, but, instead., reflect the

environmental characteristics withj-n which they are controlled. It is

from the preceeding that the general hypothesis of this study is

d.eveloped--the modernization of the sociocultural environment of a

school is positively related to both its inputs and outputs.

In this chapter, the conceptual framework of the thesis

was advanced, literature relevant to the study was presented and

interpreted from within the open systems perspective, and the general

hypothesis of the study was formulated. Chapter IIT will concern

itself with the operationalization of the concepts as developed ín

Chapter II and will set forth a series of operational hypotheses

which wil-l allow us to indirectly test the general hypothesis presented

in this chapter. Finally, the proced.ure used to test the hypothesis

will be set forth, including the nature of the population used,

instrumentation, and method of statistical- analysis.



CHAPTER ITI

METHODOLOGY

The second chapter consid.ered the major thesis variables

in conceptual terms--inputs were d.efined as the imported. energy

received by the system from its environment,l outputs as the energy

expend.ed. by the system in order to sustain itself in its environment,2

and environment as those objects or relationships which exist outside

of the system but sigt-rificantly influence or are infl-uencea ny it.3

In this chapter, the operational definitions, the operational hypotheses,

and. the study procedures will be consid.ered.

Operational Definitions

Modernization Index

Earl-ier, it was pointed out that environmental boundaries

are arbitrary , that is, dependent upon the unit of anarysis of the

particular study. For the purpose of this study, the school-'s environment

was determined largely as a resul-t of pragmatic considerations. A major

consideration in the attempt to measure modernization within the province

was the selection of an environmental- unit of analysis, a unit for

I See Chapter If, pp.IL-L2.

2r¡iu., pp. LL-L2.

3*b.* u. Herriott and. Benjamin J. Hodgkins,
"sociocultural context and thre American school-: An open-systems
Analysis of Educational Opportunityr" Ìrlashington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Hea1th. Education and Welfare, USOE Final Report
No. 602972, (Januaryt L969), p.51.

32
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which data could be obtained. and, at the same timef a unit which

appeared intuitively plausibl-e as a theoretical unit for analytical

purposes. Because both modernization and ed.ucation d.ata were readily

obtainabte, the province was d.ivided into a number of areas roughly

corresponding to the census dístricts within the province. The

construction of the modernization ind.ex was prj-marily an acloption

of the index developed by Herriott and Hodgkins.4

In Chapter II, the concepts relating to mod.ernization

(scientific knowledge, technical skill-s resulting in specialization,

the tendency to increased urbanization as wel-l as increased per capita

income) were discussed a¡rd it was suggested that knowledge, applied

technologically, is the primary inpul- into a society which is

becoming more "modern". It is from this general rationale that the

following indicators of modernization were chosen and. art attempt mad e

to apply these indicators to the Ma¡ritoba census districts.

Table 3.I

Five Selected Indicators of Mod.ernization Within Ma-nitoba.

fndicators Rationale for Selection

l'Percerrt of mafes in the
labor force engaged in
nonagricultural work.

Directly reflects the degree of
industrialization .

IndirecÈly taps urbanization,
a¡rd economic development.
Widely used in cross-cuftural

specialization,

studies.

d.'Ibid. , pp.33-50.
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conrt

Five Selected Indicators

Table 3.1

of t'.4odernization Within Manitoba.

Ind.icators Rationale for Selection

2.

3.

Number of telephones
per housing unit.

Percent of the popula-
tion in urbanized. areas

¿""Per capita annual income
(Mal-es over eighteen
years of age).

("' Ratio-population per
medi-cal- doctor.

Refl-ects the und.erlying technological
base upon which mod.ernization rests.
Vlidely used in cross-cultural studies.

Directly reflects the degree of
urbanization.
Indirectl-y taps specialization and
economic development.
V,iidely used in cross-cul-turaf studies.

Good measure of current degree of
economic development.
Frequently used in cross-cuftural studies.

Directly reflects the degree of
speciaJ-ization.
Frequently used in cross-culturaf studies.

5

In order to apply the above indicators to Manitoba, data

was gathered from three sources: (l) the Ma¡itoba Telephone System,

which supplied information concerning the number of telephones per

housing r:nit within the various districts ì (2) the Manitoba Department

of fnd.ustry and Commerce, which supplied information concerning the

percentage of the popuration in urbanized areas and the ratio of the

population per medical- doctor within the various d.istricts; (3) the

Canadian Bureau of Statistics (census), which supplied the statistics

5r¡i4., p.39.
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concerning the percentage of mal-es in the l-abor force engaged in

nonagricultural- work, and. the per capita income for mal_es over

eighteen years of age.

An initial attempt \.vas made to construct the proposed

modernization index through a factor analysis of the five oríginal

indicators proposed in Tabl-e 3.1-, using the princípal factor

procedure. The unrotated factor matrix is presented in Ta_bl_e 3.2.

Table 3.2

Unrotated. Principal Factor Matrj-x; Factor Loadings of the
Five Proposed. Ind.icators of the Degree of Mod.ernization

Varia.bl-e Factor Component

I

2

3

4

5

I
.83591

.63166

-.58832

.764LO

-. 83661

z

.15990

.o5457

tôô41
. töö¿¿

.3s889

-.02555

lo.L

3

-.oL824

-. 75505

-.o9LL4

.30564

-.24507

a4 .7

4

-.43898

.14290

-.10109

.40298

.1r317

a1 1

5

.28747

-.07524

-.11854

.r7759

.47598

100.0
Cumulative

eo of 54.5
Variability

In the above factor matrix, there are two negative load.íngs

in the first factor--variabi-es three and five. The high negative

loading (-.836) for variable five (population per med.ical d.octor)

is consistent with the expected rel-ationship between the variabl-e and
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modernization, and therefore, was retained with variables one, two

and four, for the final index. Although variable three (percent of

population in urbanized areas) resulted. in a high positive loading in

the stud.y in which it was previously used,6it ru=o1ted in a

rel-atively high negative loading (-.588) when applied to Manitoba.

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is found in a major

difference between Canadian and American society--the Canadian, and

particularly the Manitoban society, is based, to a larger extent

than that of the United. States, upon primary industries (farmì-ng,

fishing, nuining, forestry) and, for this reason, much of the population

throughout the province is located in nonurban areas. Because this

relativel-y high negative loading (-.588) for variable three (percent

of the population in urbanized areas) was empirically inconsistent

with the other variables and with prior expectations, it was ornitted

from the index.

The indicators to be used. in the final- modernization index

are listed below:

rable 3. 3

Indicators of the Modernization Index with Factor Loadings

I.

)

?

¿"

Percent of males in the l-abor force engaged. in nonagricultural-
work (.836)

Number of telephones per housing i:nit (.63f )

Per capita annual income of mafes over eighteen years of age (.764)

Ratio-population per medical d.octor (-.837)

6r¡ia. , p.43,
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Following the determination of the indicators to be used

in the construction of the modernization indexf a rank ordering of

the thirty two census districts \Mas devel-oped.. The modernization index

\^/as constructed by obtaining standard scores for the indicators to be

used. The method used to determine these scores is indicated in Table 3.4

Table 3.4

Development of Standard Scores For the
Indicators of the Modernization Tndex

1. Mal-es employed in nonagricul-tural work:

Percent score - Mean
Standard Deviation.

2. Telephones per housinq r.:nit:

Telephones per housing unit - Mea¡
Standard Deviation

3. Mean income for males:

Mean income - Mean
Standard Deviatíon

4. Medical doctors per population:

Population per doctor - Mean
Standard Deviation.

These scores were mul-tiplied by the relevant factor coefficients and

summed across thre four indicators. yielding an index of modernization

for each of the thirty two districts. The thirty two composite

irrdicators ranged from -.309 to L2.34. To determine the final_
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modernization index score for each census district., it was decided

to ad.d a constanL of +4 to each score in order to remove the

negative sign from those areas reading less than zero. the final-

ind.ex, then, rangies from.9l- to l-6.34 as indicated in Table 3.5,

col-umn 6.

Table 3. 5

Census
Dis trict

Males in
nonag.
work

TeIe-
phones
per
housing
unit

Mean in-
come of
mal-es

Pop. per Modern-
medical ization
doctor Index

24 Tuxedo

21 Metro

28 Fort Gary

32 St. James

27 Charleswood.

29 E. Kil-d.onarr

22 St. Bonifice

31 Vl. Kildonan

33 St. Vital-

26 Assiniboia

30 N. Kildonan

23 Transcona

25 Brookl-ands

16

1 .59

1.59

1.59

1.59

1.59

I .59

1. 59

1. 59

1. 59

1.59

1. 59

lqq

1 Ãô

Lq

.35

4.4r

.34

.43

.06

2L

.03

-.14

-.18

.06

- 1.)

-.08

8.9I

1.13

2.67

2.25

1.65

r.70

L.34

L.46

L.48

1. 13

L.24

1 .09

.03

I .51
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To determine the strengtkr

indicators differentiating the thirty

of the associations among the

two census districts, Pearson,
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product-moment correl-ation coefficients of the four indicators of

modernization were calculated. The resul-ts are reported bel-ow.

Table 3.6

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations of Four Indicators of the Degree
of Mod.ernization of the 32 Manitoba Census Districts

IndicatorofMod.ernization L 2 3 4

1. Percent mal-es j.n
nonagricultural work 1.00

2. Telephones per
housing uriit .4633 1.00

3. Mean income for mafes .5646 .3L82 1.00

4. Population per
medical doctor -.6118 -.3637 -.5931 1.00

The degree of the rank order relationship varies from a low of .3182

between mean income for males over eighteen years of age and telephones

per housing irnit, to a high of -.6118 between population per medical

doctor and. percent mal-es in nonagricul-tural- work.

In the preceeding chapter, the theoretical- rel-ationship

between mod.ernization and. variabl-es such as technology. specialization,

per capita income, and nonagricuttural employment was advanced. The

strength of the associations among thre four indicators selected to measure

modernization appear to give support to the theoreÈical concepts advanced

earlier, thereby ind.icating the rel-iability of the indicators.

After developing the modernization index (rabte 3.5) and

differentiating the thirty two census districts in terms of their

degree of modernization, an attempt was mad.e to develop the concept of
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organization and the operational hypotheses. However, before proceeding,

the major weaknesses of the modernization index, as an instrument for

measuring mod.ernization, shou]-d be outl-ined. Because variations

occurred in the geographical- units util-ized. by the three sources of

data, difficulty was encountered in the construction of the

modernization index in the establ-ishment of geographical- units from

which information pertaining to arl variabl-es could be obtained.. To

obtain a uniform boundary, these areas from which the required

information coul-d be obtained were superimposed on each other. This

resulted in a l-oss of accuracy and, consequently, a loss of information.

Anoth-er difficulty fay in the varia.bl-es chosen to measure modernization.

These variabl-es were by no means exhaustive and, had time and finances

pernuitted., a number of other indicators might have been located and.

incorporated into the index, thereby improving its rel-iability. The

inability to differentiate variables one and four in terms of the city

of vùinnipeg, resulted in yet another weakness, in that, for these two

variables, Winnipeg was consid.ered as one unit rather than as thirteen

separate r.rnits as was thre case for the other variabl-es. rn spite of

the above weaknesses, which must obviously be considered. a Limitation

of the study, it was felt that the index did adequately differentiate

the various areas in terms of their degree of mod.ernization. The d.ata

used in the construction of the index was perhaps the most accurate

type of survey information available and, because of its relialrility,
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the linritations of the index construction tend to be relatively

minima].

Organization: Inputs and Outputs.

Organizations, consj-dered as special types of social

systems, are not ind.ividual school organizations but, rather, the

sum total of all- the schooL organizations within each sociocuftural

environment. For the purpose of this thesis, the concept "organization"

is an analytical construct, designed for the purposes of empirical
1

analysis.'

i¡fhile a variety of inputs and outputs to the school may

be identified., only the professional personnel utilized by the school-

as one type of input and only the students at the time they formally

terminate their rel-aLionship with the system as one type of output

will- be considered in this thesis. The inputs, conceptually defined.

as the imported energry received. by the system from its environment,

are operationally defined. in terms of characteristics of the

professional personnel- who become part of the school- as a social

organization. That is, inputs will be measured in terms of:

(1) years of university ed.ucation of the school's faculty

(2) extent of subject specialization by the school's
faculty.

7"ohn porter,
of Toronto Press , L965) ,
when discussing cl-asses.

The Vertical Mosaic (Toronto: University
p.28. (Porter uses much the same approach
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(3) the extent to which the school utilizes professional
assistance beyond that avail-abl-e in íts own faculty

A number of considerations prompted the sel-ection of the

above variabl-es as measures of inputs. Assuruing that the greater the

number of years of university education a teacher possesses, the

greater is his quality as a teacher, the years of university education

possessed by the faculty of the school- was chosen as the first variable

to measure qualitative distinctions among teachers. As an earl_ier

discussion on modernization indicated, there exists a positive

relationship between mod.ernization and speciafization, therefore, the

degree of subject specJ-alization was selected as the second varia-bl-e

to measure teacher specialization. Previously, i-t was suggested. that

knowledge, applied technologically/ was the primary input into a society

becornì-ng more modern. As technological application may be in the form

of efficient application of knowledge by a person, the extent to which

the sch,ool utilizes professional- assistance beyond that available in

its owr faculty (variable nwnber three) is an attempt to measure this

knowledge input.

The outputs, conceptually defined. as the energy expended

by the system to its environment, are operationally defined as the

stud.ents when their refationship with the school is formally terminated.

Measurements will- be made in the following areas:

(1) student drop-out rate

(2) rate at which graduating students aLtend
institutions of higher learning.
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Because student drop-out rate functions as a form of

negative feedback ill-ustrating how the school, as a sociaf system,

deviates from its purpose or goal orientation, it was chosen as arr

indicator of output. The second variabfe, rate at which graduating

students attend institutions of higher learníng, attempts to measure

posit,ive feedback. Tf knowtedge is the primary input into a society

which is becoming more modern, it is reasonable to assume that the

longer a stud.ent remains within the educational system, the more

knowledge and the greater the amount of special-ization he wifl acquire.

Operational Hypotheses

In the previous chapter, it was indicated that more modern

social systems place a greater emphasis upon specialization of skills

than do l-ess mod.ern systems and that, within more modern systems,

education, as it Te1ates to technological development, becomes increasingly

more important as both an input änd an output of the system. Generally

speaking, it is upon this positive relationship between modernization

and special-ization, and knowledge that the thesis hypotheses are

d.eveloped..

The following section of Chapter III concerns the development

of the operational hypotheses designed to indirectl-y test the general

hypothesis advanced earl-ier. Six operationat hypotheses are formulated--

four are designed to determine the relationship between degree of
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sociocultural modernization and school inputs. Individuaf school

inputs and outputs are not the dependent variables, nor is tJ-e individual-

school- the unit of analysis. The inputs of the study are the totaf

number of varying types of professional personnel utilized by all the

schools within each sociocuftural environment. Similarly, the outputs

are the total number of students formally terminating their relationship

with all- the schools in each area. The sociocultural enviTonment, not

the individual school, is the unit of analysis.

Because the general hypothesis cannot be directly tested,

acceptance or rejection of the general hypothesis will be contingent

upon the acceptance or rejection of the operational hypotheses noted

below. (at l-east three of the input hypotheses and one of the output

hypotheses must be supported. in ord.er to claim indirect support for

the general hypothesis.) The degree of support, or l-ack of support, of

the operational- hypotheses, in other word.s, will determine the extent

of the acceptance or rejection of the general hypothesis.

The first four hypotheses concerrr the nature of the

school inputs as they rel-ate to the system's environment. Specifically,

it. is to be expected that more modern areas woul-d. place a greater

emphasis upon the attainment of a higher l-evel and greater amount of

education for al-l individual-s than would less modern areas. Therefore,

it is reasonable to asswne that the professional staff of a school-
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l-ocated in a more mod.ern area wil-l be more highly educated than wil-l

their counterparts in less mod.ern areas. From this rationale, hypotheses

one arld two are formul-ated:

Hypothesis I: The higher the modernization index
rating of the sociocul-tural- environment
in which the school-s are located, the
greater is the proportion of teachers
possessing at least a masters degree.

Hypothesis II:The higher the mod.ernization index
ratJ-ng of the sociocul-turaf environment
in which the schools are l-ocated, the
smal-l-er is the proportion of teachers
with less than a bachel-ors degree.

Further, it is to be expected that this positive relation-

ship between modernization and specialization will manifest itsel-f

in terms of the subject areas taught by tJ-e teaching faculty of the

school. That is, teachers teaching one subject only (e.9. science

only) are probably located in more modern sociocultural envíronments.

From this rationale, the third hypotheses is formul-ated:

Hypothesis IIf: The higher the modernization index
rating of the socioculturaf environment
in which the schooLs are located, the
greater is the proportion of teachers
teaching one subject area.

Given that modernization, specialization, and knowledge

are positively correlated, it seems reasonal¡Ie to assume that more

mod.ern environments are more l-ikely to make available professional

personnel to aid in the functioning of their various subsystems (the

individual schools. )

Hypothesis IV: The higher the modernization index
rating of the sociocultural- environment
in which the schools are located, the
greater is the number of "ed.ucational
specialists" util-ized by the school-.
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The last two hypotheses, dealing with school outputs,

are al-so d.eveloped from the positive rel-ationship between modernization

and specialization. It seems logical to e>çect that more modern

sociocultural envirorrments exert a greater amount of pressure upon

individual-s to reach a higher l-evel of ed.ucation than do ]ess mod.ern

areas and, frirther, it seems reasonabl-e to e>çect that the longer a

student spends wj-thin the forma] educational system, the greater is

the probability that he will acquire those skills a¡d values necessary

for his functioning in a modern society. Hypotheses five and six

are developed in conjunction with the above rationale.

Hypothesis V: The higher the modernization index
rating of the sociocultural environment
in which the school-s are located., the
lower the proportion of stud.ents who wil-l
Ieave the school prematurally.

Hypothesis VI: The higher the modernization index rating
of the sociocu]tural environment in
which the schools are located, the
greater the proportion of high school
graduates attending college or university.

Procedure

The procedure foll-owed. in the study is d.iscussed. und.er four

subhead.ings: (1) population, (2) instrumentation, (3) method of analysis

and (4) method limitations.

Population

The d.ata for this study was taken from a larger study under

the directíon of Dr. B. J. Hodgkirr..S The population studied lnras a

ôö-Dr. B. J. Hod.gkins of the Soci_o1ogy Department, University
of Manitoba, is presently (f971) conducting a study concerning the
relationship between environmental and schoot characteristics throughout
the province of Manitoba.
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universe-al-l the secondary public schools in the province of Manitoba.

Secondary school-s, for the purpose of this study, !À/ere defined as those

school-s having at 1east grades ten through twelve. For those schools

having add.itional grad.es, only information pertaining to the tenth,

el-eventh, and twelfth grades were util-ized. The analytical- units,

designed. to determine differences in degree of environmental modernj-zation

within the province, correspond roughty to the provinciaf census districts.

Instrumentation

T\¡vo different questionaires v/ere sent to each schoof in

the study--one questionaire was to be completed by the school principal,

ttre other by the school's guidance director. The questionaires were

d.esigned for a larger more complete anal-ysis of the rel-aÈionship between

modernj-zation and education, of which this thesis is a part.g The

questions proposed in the two questionaires were designed. to get at

structural and functional aspects of the individual- school- as wel-l as

at certain characLeristics of the school- environment. The information

obtained. for thj-s theses pertains specifically to certain aspects of

the professional- personnel of the school, such as amount of education

and degree of special-ization, and. certain characteristics of the student

body, such as drop-out rate and continuation to forms of higher education.

Method of Analysis

The method of data collection v¡as primarily that of survey

research. The principal st.atistical technique used was correfation

9r¡i¿.
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10analysrs.

Methods Limitations

rhe limitations of thre study are confined primarily to

the areas of the questionaire, the environment, artd the sampling and

measurement error. In regards to the questionaire, limitations arise

out of a lack of factual data--the stud.y, depending to a large extent

upon estimates by princípals and guid.ance directors, raises the

question as to lrovz consistent the estimates are. both within the

particular schoof and among the principals and guidance directors.

As stated earlier, the del-i:nitation of environment is to some degree

arbitrary. Perhaps t}.e environment coul-d have been more ideally

operationalized, but, limitations were placed on the boundary selected

by the availability of data in specific geographical areas. Pertaining

to the environment, the criteria or indicators used to measure

mod.ernization are not exhaustive--the sample, however, \4ras based upon

tLre available date of the possible ind.icators. As in the questionaire.

limitations in the sampling and measurement error arise from a l-ack

of complete cooperation from al-l- the schools sel-ected for participation

in the study. (nor the principal questionaLre, L46 schools were mailed

questionaires, 86 or approximately 58% of the questionaires were

10--It \.¡as felt that the type of data (primarily interval-)
provided by the questionaires coul-d best be analyzed by the use of the
statistical technique of correl-ation analysis.
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completed. arrd returned. In regard.s to the guidance director's

questionaire, 68 of the 146 schools or about 47>" of the questionaires

were returned and completed. ) Another source of limitation withj_n

the sampling and measurement error is the lack of a complete breakdown

of the major varia,bles used. in the analysÍs of the sociocultural-

environment. As it now stands, the accuracy of the measurement of

the environment-school relationship is questionable.

In Chapter fII, the operationalization of the conceptual

definitions \^/as urrd.ertaken, the mod.ernization index was developed.,

the rational-e for the usage of the various indicators \¡/as outlined,

tlle modernization of the various census districts in the province

were measured. and a modernization score was assigned. to each. Subsequently,

operational hypotheses, along with their rationale were set forth

concerning two major areas: system inputs and system outputs as each

is affected by environmental modernization. Finally, the pïocedure

of the study was discussed..

In Chapter IV, the results of the analysis testi-ng the

hypotheses developed j-n chapter rrr wilt be reported and d.iscussed..
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RESULTS

Chapter III operationally defined. the major system concepts

used in the study; developed the mod.ernization index; put forttr the

operational hypotheses; and considered the nature of the population

in terms of its instrumentation, method of analysis, and methodol-ogical

l-imitations. This chapter reports the resul-ts of the analysis of the

data gathered. from the research population outlined. in the preceeding

chapter.

Earl-ier, it was pointed out th_at the general hypothesis

courd not be tested. directly and., for this reason, six operational

hypotheses were formulated. in ord.er to indirectly test the general

hypoth-esis. Chapter IV deals with the statistical results of th-ese

operational hypotlr-eses and the evaluation of these results in terms

of their supportingt or not supporting, the general hypoth-esis.

Hypotheses I through IV concern themselves with the

relationship between environmental modernization and the nature of

tt¡-e school i-:nputs. Tkrese hlpotheses and their subsequent results are

reported as follows:

Hypotheses I: The higher the modernization ind.ex
rating of the sociocultural_ environment
in which the schools are located, the
greater is ttre proportion of teachers
possessing at least a masters degree.

As indicated earl_ier, thre formul_ation of the first

two hypotheses is an attempt to empirically d.eternuine, through

measurement of the amount of university training, the extent to which

51
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teachers in the various areas are qualified--quality being inferred

from quantity or amor¡rtt of r:niversity education. Prel-iminary analysis,

using zero order correl-ation between degree of modernization as the

ind.epend.ent variable and teachers possessing at least a masters degree

as the dependent variable, (not controlling for totat nurnber of

teachers) resulting in a mod.erate correlation of .31. However, it

appears to make intuitive sense to suppose that the total number of

teachers within arì area affects the total number of teachers possessing,

or not possessing, a particular anount of r¡niversity education. For

this reason, operational hypothesis was based. upon the acceptalce or

rejection of the first order partial correlation between environmental

modernization and teachers possessing at least a masters degree, the

control variable being th.e number of teachers within each area. Ttre

results of the first order partial correlation are as follows:

Table 4.1

First Ord.er Partial Correlation Between Degree of
Environmental Modernization And proportion of Teachers

Possessing At Least A Masters Deqree

Percent of
Teachers
Possessing
At Least a
Masters
Degree

2468
Mod.ernization Ind.ex Rating

First Order Partial .10

l0
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From the data in Table 4.1, the weak positive correl_ation

.10 prevents the acceptance of the first hypothesis. It is interesting

to note that the zero order correlation of .31- was red.uced consid.erably

to .10, when the control variable, total number of teachers, was

introduced. this appears to j-ndicate the possibility of a significant

positive correlation between the total- number of teachers and teacher

qualification. Although not directly tested in the thesis, size, as a

furiction of modernization and its relationship to teacher qualification,

may offer a more valid interpretation of the results of the first

hypothesis.

Hypothesis II: The higher the mod.ernization index
rating of the sociocultural environment
in wh-ic}. the school_s are located, the
smaller is the proportion of teachers
with l-ess than a bachelors degree.

The rationale for the advancement of the second. hypothesis.

as stated earlier, is similar to that for Hypothesis I. The resulting

zero order correl-ation -.23 between the independent variable

(modernization) and the depend.ent varial¡le (teachers possessing less

than a bachel-ors degree), and. the first order partiar correlation,

controlling for the total- number of teachers, did not vary significantly.

As the results of the first order partial correlation were used to lend.

support, or lack of support, to the hypothesis, it is for illustrative

pu-rposes, reported in graphic form below.
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Tabl-e 4.2

First Order Partiat Correlation Between Degree
Of Environmental Modernization and Proportion
Of Teachers Possessing Less Than A Bachelors

Degree

Percent of
Teachers
Possessing
Less Tha¡
A Bachelors
Degree

246
Modernization

tial- -.23

810
Index Rating

First Order Par

The above correlation 1-.23) between modernization and

teachers possessing less than a bachelors degree l-end.s at least

marginal support to the second. hypothesis, ànd, for th.is reason, the

second. hypothesis is accepted.

Earlier, reference was made to tÏre positive relationship

between modernization and specialization, and between modernization

and education. Assuming that the first two hypotheses have been

correctly interpreted, it is interesting to note that more modern

areas appear to be more concerned with employing teachers who are not

underqualified than they are with employing teachers who may be d.efined

as being overqualified.
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Hypothesis III: The higher the modernization index
rating of the sociocultural environment
in which the schooLs are l_ocated, the
greater is the proportion of teachers
teaching one subject area.

In Chapter II, the rel-ationship between modernization and.

specialization was advanced. The third hypothesis is designed. to

empiricalry test ttlis rel-ationship. An immediate concern, in regard.s

to teacher specialization, is ttre size of the schools in the various

environments, measured in terms of the total number of teachers within

each area. rt \n/as felt, as \^ras the case in Hypothesis r, that the totat

number of teachers within the areas nr-ight significantly influence the

results, and, f.or this reason, a first order partial correlation

(controll-ing for faculty size) was calculated.. The following results

were obtained:

Tal¡le 4. 3

First Order Partial Correlation Between Degree
., Of Environmental Mod.ernization and Teachers

Teaching More Thari One Subject Area

Percent of
Teachers
Teaching
More Tha¡
One Subject
årgd

246810
Modernization Index Rating

First Order Partial -.36

70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
6L
60
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The results of hypothesis III, the moderate negative

correl-ation -.36 between the two variables, support the hypothesis

and it is, therefore, accepted.

Hypothesis IV: The higher the modernization ind.ex
rating of the sociocultural- environment
in which the school_s are located, the
greater is the number of "educational
specialists" utilized by the school_.

This hypott¡.esis was empirically tested by the formulation

of three separate dependent variabl-es. These dependent variables vùere:

(1) number of "educational specialists" visiting the school-, (2) number

of representatives from faculties of ed.ucation at provincial universJ-ties,

and (3) proportion of student teachers within the various school-s.

The first dependent variable was used to measure the use

of "outside" professional- personnel by the system. The rational-e

underrying the second d.ependent variable was that, if universities

are a major source of new id.eas within the society, it would. seem

reasonable to assume that personnel from these r:niversities are likely

to transmit these new, modern ideas and techniques to the various school-s

with which they come in contact. The third dependent variable must be

consid.ered a pro4¡ variable insofar as student teachers were viewed as

the vehicles by which new ideas and. techniques, originating in the

universities. might be transnr-itted to th-e schools. rt was felt that

this variable would. allow for at least a rough measure of special-ization

and technorogy in terms of new educational id.eas and methods.

The results of the relatíonship between independent
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variable (mod.ernization) and the first dependent variable (number

of ed.ucational specialists visiting the school-) are reported bel-ow.

Tab]-e 4.4

Zero Order Correlation Between Degree of
Environmental- Modernization and Number of

Educational- Specialists Visiting thre School

Number of
Educational-
Specialists
Visiting
the Schools

9
o
7
6
5

4
t
J

2

24
Modernization

Zero Order CorrelaLLon .27

6810
Index Rating

The above correlation shows a moderate positive correlation

between the Èwo variabl-es, thereby supporting the hypothesis.

The results of the rel-ationship between mod.ernization and

independent variable nunù¡er t\^io are as fol-lows:

Table 4.5

Zero Order Correlation Between lvlodernization and.
Number of Representatives From Faculties Of

Education At Provincial Universities

Number of Rep-
resentatives
From Faculties
of Education at
Provincial
Universities. 24

Modernization

.4A

6810
Ind.ex Rating.

4

3

2

I

Zero Order Correlation
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The results reported in Table 4.5 indicate a relatively

strong correlation between the two variables, thereby supporting

the operational hypothesis.

In using variables one and two to test the fourth operational

hypothesis, a zero order correlation, rather than a first order

partial correlation, hias used. As preliminary analysis indicated

no significant difference when controlling for school size, it

was felt that the size of the schools would not significantly

infl-uence the number of professional personnel utilized by the schoofs.

Table 4.6

First Order Partiaf Correlation Between Mod.ernization
And the Proportion of Student Teachers in the Schools

Proportion
of Student
Teachers
In The
Schools

246810
Modernization Index Rating

First Order Partial .70

It is evident from the

the relationship between degree

proportion of stud.ent teachers

acceptance of the hypothesis.

high correfation

of environmental

in the schools is

reported above

modernization

sufficient to

that

and

warrant
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The results of the preceeding rel-ationships between

modernization and the three dependent variables designed to

empiricalJ-y d.etermine support of the operational hypothesis indicate

that school-s l-ocated. in more modern environments do, in fact, utilize

more "educational specialists" than do schools in l-ess modern areas.

The fourth hypothesis is accepted.

The first four hypotheses \¡¡ere designed to deternui-ne the

relationship between environmental- modernization and school- inputs.

In summation, the results of th-ese hypotheses are as fol-lows. Schools

in more modern areas do not necessarily employ, proportionatly, more

teachers with at least a masters degree than do school-s in l-ess modern

areâs. Schools in more modern areas do, however, employ, proportionally

fewer teachers with less than a bachelors degree than d.o school-s in

less moderrì areas. This suggests that lack of qualification may be of

more concern to more modern areas than is high qualification. Teacher

specialization, in terms of teaching only one subject area, is evidenced

to a greater èxtent in more modern areas. ALso, more modern areas

avail themselves of educationat specialists to a much greater extent

than do less modern areas.

The l-ast two hypothr,eses concern tkre rel_ationship between

modernization and. school outputs.

Hypothesis V: The higher the modernization inde>r
rating of the sociocultural environment
in which the schools are located., the
lower is the stud.ent drop-out rate.
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Student drop-out rates were calculated for grades ten,

el-even, and twelve. The correfations were deternuined by using¡ äs

a base figure, the nurnber of stud.ents entering the various schools

i-n grade ten and. th-eir subsequent drop-out rate between grade ten

and grade twelve. Once again, síze, in terms of total- number of

students in each area, was felt to be important and, for this

reason¡ a control variable (number of students in each area) was

introduced. The resul-ts are reported in Tabl-e 4.7.

TabLe 4.7

First Order Partial- Correl-ation Between lr,iodernization
Änd Grad.es 10, 11 , and 12 Drop-Out Rate

Grades 10,
11 , and 12
Drop-out
Rate per
1000 Stud.ents

First Order Partial

Modernization

Grade l0
- âo

Ind.ex Rating

Grade ll-
_. 63

L2

Grade 12

-. 31

The results reported above indicate a moderate negative

correlation between modernization and student drop-out rate in grad.es

ten and twelve a¡d a fairly strong negative correl-ation between

mod.ernization and. student drop-out rate in grade eleven. The overal-l-

1t

l0
L2
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relationship between student drop-out rate and. modernization indicates

support of the hlpoth-esis. It is interesting to note the differential

drop out rates between grade eleven on tlr_e one hand, and grad.es ten

and twel-ve on the other. Alttr-ough not empirically verified by this

thesis, it is possible that this d.ifferential is due to the

avai]ability of work for students in less modern areas when they reach

th-e age at which they can legally leave school--this age usually

occurs when the stud.ent is in grad.e eleven.

The sixth- operational hypothesis was designed to get at the

reLationship between sociocultural modernization and the value placed

upon education by the environment. rt was assumed that the longer

the time an individual spent in sctroor, the greater was his value of
education.

Hypothesis Vf: The higher the modernization ind.ex
rating of the sociocultural- environment
in which the schools are located., the
greater is the proportion of high school
graduates attending college or university.

The results, reported i-n Ta-ble vrrr, were calcutated by

d'etermining the proportion of graduates from each area attending

institutions of higher learning.
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First Order Partial Correlation Bet\^reen Degree Of
Environmental Mod.ernization and Graduates

Attending College or University

Proportion
of Graduates
Attending
College or
University

2468
Mod.ernization Index Rating

First Order Partial .73

The resu1ts of the above indicate support of the hypothesis

and suggest that more modern areas are abl-e to encourage students

to conti¡ue to forms of higher education than are fess modern areas.

In order to concfude the findings of the six operational-

hypotheses. a summary of the resufts are presented. in Tabl-e 4.9 bel-ow.

Either zero or first order partial correl-ations were cal-cul-ated. to

determine support, or lack of support, of the general hypothesis.

10
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Summary of Resul-ts of Analysis of the Association Of
Environmental Modernization and Input/Output

Ch-aracteristics of th-e School- System

Input
Hypotheses

Zero Ord.er
Correl-ations

First Order
Correl-ations

Support of
General
Hypothesis

I

2

3

4

4

A

Output
Hypotheses

5

5

5

6

.27

-qó

.10

-.23

-.36

- ?o

*.63

- f1

. t5

+

+

+

+

+.70

+

+

+

+

The above resul-ts, with the exception of the first

operational hypothesis, do support the general hypothesis that the

modernization of the sociocuJ-tural- environment is positively related

to both its inputs and outputs. The conclusions and l-iraitations of

these resul-ts, along with their implications for fqrther research,

will- be discussed in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSTONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In summary, this thesis has been based upon the premise

th-at a more compl-ete understanding of the functioning of social

systems is possible only when that system is evaluated within its

environmental context. To this end, the open systems perspective,

in contrast to the more traditional cfosed systems perspective, is

most usefuf. Accordingly, social systems can be viewed as systems

which are open to selective environmental inputs and which, in return,

e)q)ort usa.bte products (outputs) into their particular environment.

All social systems, as open systems, reflect their particular

environment insofar as Èhey are component subsystems of that

environment.

In the educational context, to more fully r:nderstand the

functioning of the school as a social system, it is necessary to

understand and to be a-ble to relate the characteristics of the

ind.ividual- school- to its environment. Following Churchman, this thesis

has attempted. to analyze the schooL from the perspective that, as a social

system, the school can be viewed as a recognizable kind of entity,

into which various types of environmental resources enter the system

(input) , and out of which comes some kind of product or service (output).

For analytical- purposes, at the operationaf level, the thesis considered

only professional personnel as one form of input utilized by the school-

64
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and system outputs as the stud.ents when their relationship

with the school was formally termi-nated. The environment was

conceptually defined as those objects or rel-ationships which exist

outside of the system but significantly influence or are infl-uenced

by it. For purposes of anal-ysis. the environment was operationally

defj-ned. in terms of its d.egree of modernization (the modernization

index d.eveloped. in Chapter III). The connotative and denotative

aspects of "modernization" were considered and its relationship to

ed.ucation \^ras subsequently developed. From this theoretical- discussion,

the general hypothesis of the stud.y was advanced, that the modernization

of the sociocul-tural environment of a schoof is positively related to

both its ilputs and outputs.

To test the general hypothesis regarding the nature of the

rel-ationship between degree of environmental- modernization and the

nature of the school- inputs and outputs, six operational hypotheses

were formulated.. These were:

Hypotheses I: The higher the modernization index
rating of the sociocul-tural- environment
in which the schools are located, the
greater is the proportion of teachers
possessing at least a masters degree.

Hypothesis fI: The higher the modernization index rating
of the sociocul-tural- environment in which
the schools are l-ocated, the smal-ler is the
proportion of teachers with l-ess than a
bachelors d.egree.
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Hypothesis III: The highrer the mod.ernization index
rating of th¡-e sociocultural environment
i¡r wl¡-ich tt¡-e sclrool-s are located, the
greater is the proportion of teachers
teach-ing one subject area.

Hypothesis IV: The higher the modernization ind.ex
rating of the sociocultural environment
in which the schools are located, the
greater is the number of "educational
specialists" utilized. by the school.

Hypothesis V: The higher the modernization index
rating of the socioculturaf environment
il which the schools are located, the
lower the proportion of stud.ents who will
Ieave the school prematurall_y.

Hypothesis VI: The higher the modernization index rating
of the sociocul-tural- environment in which
the schooLs are located, the greater the
proportion of high school graduates
attending college or r¡niversity.

To empirically test the operational hypothesis, it was

necessary to obtain information pertaining to environmental-

modernization and. to the nature of school inputs and outputs. A

measure of environmental mod.ernization was obtained through the

d.evelopment of an "index" of modernity. rnformation essential to

the d.eve]opment of that modernization index was obtained from three

sources: (1) The Manitoba Telephone system, (2) The Manitoba Department

of Ind.ustry and Commerce, and (3) the Canadian Dominion Bureau of

Statistics. To obtain the necessary information pertaininq to school

characteristics, data was obtained from different questionaires

administered to the principal and guidance director of every secondary public

school in the province of Manitoba.
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Analysis of the data gathered jndicated support for five

of th-e si-x operational lrl.potheses. Suctr results were i-nterpreted

to be jrrdirectly supportive of the general hl.pothesis, and,

th,erefore, the general hlpothesis was accepted..

Limitations of The Study

The major l-i:nitations of the study are of two types--

methodological and. theoretical-. The t}.eoretical- l-imitations appear

to be centered upon the inability of the model (largely because of

its orientation towards the macroscopic perspective) to deal with

individually oriented (social psychoJ-ogical-) variables. For example,

by examining teacher qualification in terms of amount of university

education and relating this qualification to the degree of

environmental modernity, it was determined that more modern

socioculturaf environments were more apt to employ higher qualified

teachers than were l-ess modern environments. The question then arises

as to why teachers with more university education are more likely to

be found in more mod.ern areas. This stud.y, by virtue of the model-

adopted., assumed that more modern areas were more incl-ined to hire more

qualified teachers. What the model did, in effect, was assume that

all- areas have the same opporturrity to employ more or less qualified

teachers when. in effect, it may be that more qualified teachers simply

d.o not apply to teach in those areas designated by this study as being

less modern. The inability to talce into accounL more rnicroscopic and.,
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in particular, social- psychological varia-bles is a study limitation.

Perhaps a solution to this limitation may l-ie in the devefopment

of a form of ecl-ectic model encompassing both "macro" and "micro"

perspectives. Some of the major methodological l-imitations includ.e

the population studied. The population of the study was, in fact,

a universe-all secondary public school-s in the province of Manitolca.

The responses from the schools, in terms of the number of schools

completing and returning the two questionaires, was somewhat

disappointing. Of the 146 schools included in the study, only 86

school-s (572) returned the principal's questionaire and 68 school-s

(472) returned the guidance d.irectorrs questionaire. This response

rate, while accepta.ble, hind.ers the formulation of generalizations.

So, al-so, much of the information supplied by the school personnel

was based upon estimates rather than upon factual data. Vühil-e a previous

study (Herriott and Hodgkins, 1969) has found that principal and guidance

director estimates are very close to factual data, neverthel-ess, as

estimates they are inferior to factua] information and., therefore, become

a limitation in terms of accuracy of data analysis and results interpre-

tation. Other l-imitations pertaining to the operationalization of the

sociocufturaf environment and the development of the modernization

index are listed below. Unfortunatel-y, the physical- boundaries from

which the data was avail-able were not the same for the three sources

used in the construction of the ind.ex and it was necessary to
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superimpose the arbitrary boundaries upon each i¡rdicator to

deternuine¡ as accurately as possible, a corrunon boundary. It is

recognized that a certain amount of j-nformation was fost in the

process. Further, the vatidity of the indicators used to measure

environmental- modernization is justified pri:narily in terms of

apparent appropriateness. This is most evident in the previously

noted di€ficulty e>çerienced in differentiating the areas within

lVinnipeg on two of the indicators, percent urban population and

population per medical doctor.

Finally, the l-ack of control-s (social , economic, religious)

upon the major variables used in the analysis, although to some

extent subsumed under the broader heading of modernization, make

any conclusions from tTrese findings highly tentative in nature. Still-,

given this and the other l-imitations noted above, it is possible to

tentatively advance several conclusions, always keeping in mind. the

need for improved study design and methodological techniques in

future research on the subject.

CONCLUSÏONS

Several tentative concl-irsions within the theoretical framework

of the thesis may be advanced regarding education in the province of

Manitoba. The results of the operational hypotheses supported the general

hypothesis that, within tl.e province, the modernization of the

sociocultural environment of a school is positivel-y related. to both its
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inputs and. outputs. i,ühil-e there are several implications associated

with this conclusion, it is possible to suggest that, insofar as

educational opportunity is concerned, this may be interpreted to mean

that students l-ocated in less modern environments would appear to

be subject to a form of system induced inequality of ed.ucational-

opportunity. This means that if we assume that school-s in a more

mod.ern environment are more likely to have the beÈter inputs, then

it logically follows that students in Iess modern areas of the

province are less likely to be receiving the type of education which

wil-l- al-low them to function within a Canadian society which is

beconr-ing increas j-ngly modern.

Theoretically, school-s in more modern environments are

more concerned than school-s in less mod.ern environments with insuring

that their educating personnel- are not underqualified in terms of years

of university education. ft must be recognized. however, that inherent

in the logic of this analysis is t}re assumption that all- sociocuftural

environments in the province were afforded equal opportunity to hire

teachers with varying degrees of university training. A possible

alternative explanation (not investigated in this study) is that

the more highly qualified teachers do not appfy for teaching positions

in those areas designated as less modern by this study. In other words,

factors other than school preference may be operating to linr-it the

quality of system inputs. Also, more modern areas are more apt to

encourage teachers to specialize (teach one subject only) than are less
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modern areas. Furttrer research might focus upon an investigation of

this particular aspect of th-e study.

More modern sociocultural- environments util-ize "educational-

specialists" from outsid.e tl¡-e sclrool to a greater extent th,an d.o schools

located ín less modern areas. It is interesting to note that, i-n

testì-ng h-ypothesis four (Table 4.4) it becomes evid.ent that the number

of outside specialists utilized by sclrools peaJ<s in schoofs l-ocated

in areas which rank approximately eight on the modernization ind.ex.

From this point on. the number of outside educational specialists

utilized by the schools steadily declines. Altlr-ough not empirically

investigated., it is possible that schools located in more modern areas

are more apt to employ what they consider to be their own specialists,

and, for this reason, are less inclined to employ outside specialists.

Regardi-ng inputs, the apparent value placed upon education by the

environments can be interpreted as being manifest in terms of the

type and nurnber of professional personnel, degree of specialization,

and. implementation of new educational- ideas into the school systems.

To the degree that this is true, the positive relationship between

mod.ernization and these input variables gives an i¡rdication of the

orientation toward.s these variabl-es by the more mod.ern, as opposed to
10less modern, areas.

Directly rel-ated to the above, are the implications regarding

the significance of the differences found in outputs among schoo]s

j-n environments of greater or lesser mod.ernity. We assume

that an ind.irect ind.ication of the value placed. upon education by
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ttre various sociocultural environments manifest itself i¡r terms

of : (f ) tlr-e proportion of s.tudents witTrin each- area completing their

h-igh sclrool education, or conversely, bY tlLe student drop-out

rate within the areas; and C2I the proportion of graduating students

attendi-ng i¡rstitutions of higher education. In assuming the above,

it will- be remembered that schools l-ocated i¡ more mod.ern sociocul-tural-

areas have a lower student drop-out rate than do schools in less

modern areas. Also, students attending high schools in more modern

areas are more likely to continue their education by attendi-ng college

or utiversity than are students attending high school in l-ess modern

areas. The initial interpretation of this hypothesis suggested that

the attenda¡ce of students at institutions of higher learning \^Ias a

function of the emphasis placed upon education by the sociocuftural

environment of ttre schools. However, a second possible conclusion,

not empirically verified, is that the attend.ance of students at

institutions of higher learning may be a function of their physical

proximity to these institutions. (Students may find it more feasible

financially, to attend institutions of higher learning focated close

to tjreir homes--these institutions are almost invariably located in

the more modern areas).

One interesting implication derived from this thesis and

possibly warranting further empirical investigation, is the apparent

association between inputs and outputs which might lead to speculation

concerning student achievement as a product of certain input characterj-stics

such as years of university ed.ucation or specialization by the teaching staff-
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Id.eal-ly, one of tl¡-e most sigt-rificant contrjlcutions of a stud.y

shroul-d rest j¡r its implications for furth-er research. It is felt that

the tl.eoretical framework used and thre resu1ts obtained do suggest the

opporturiity and. need for further research in th-is area. By this is

meant that the theoretical framework utilized in the thesis was r:nique

to th-e study of Canadian education and, for this reason, the author

bel-ieves the study has made a significant contrjlcution. Hov¿ever, as

a first attempt, the theoretical framework and parÈicularly the

method.ology need.s further development in terms of the development of

the mod.ernization ind.ex, th,e methrod. of data col-l-ection, and the type

of data pertaining to the school inputs and. outputs and the

modification of the model to fit variations within Canadian society.

The importance of the influence of environment, as opposed

to individual- factors in d.etermj-ning the structure and functioning of

the educational- system suggests the need for further research in order

to determine the influence of other environmental factors (such as

religion a¡d ethnicity) upon the educational- system.

By ind.icating tlrat schools are infl-uenced. by the degree of

modernization of their respective sociocultural environments, the direct

implication of the study is that students in less modern areas are

subjected to an unequal opportunity to acquire the values and skills

d.emanded by the larger modern society. Further applied research,

particularly for educators, is warranted i:r this area-research,

which nright indicate possible ways of achievJng the ideal of equality

of educational opportunity. In regards to the above, the apparent
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positive relationship between the nature of the professional

personnel and. th-e tlpe of student outputted by the sch,ools may

indicate a departure point from wIr-ich this question of inequality

of educational- opportunity can be approach-ed.

The origJ-nal- i¡rtent of the thesis, adopting a macroscopic

perspective, was to study tl.e refationship of certail school system

ínputs and outputs to certain attributes of the sociocultural-

environment of the school system. The literature relevant to the

problem, along with a discussion of the conceptual framework was

advanced. Operational hypolheses, formulated to indirectly test

tl.e general hypothesis, were subjected to an empirical test. The

results of these operational hypotheses supported the general

hypothesis. Following this, the concl-usions and implications of

the thesis, the limitations and the more specific conclusions

[in terms of the resu]-ts) were advanced and, fina1ly, the implications

of the thesis for further research were outlíned.
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